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Recognizing the critical role of communication in every
s a 17 year established telecommunication
business, the firm’s solution portfolio encompasses business
provider and early proponent of cloud technology
continuity and disaster recovery programs. These ensure the
in the communications industry, Pulsar360, Inc.
automated distribution and rerouting of calls with fail-over
has evolved into a provider of a complete suite
hosted PBX backup system providing the best line
of solutions for the modern collaboration requirements of
of defense in an event where the customer
businesses. From cloud-based PBX hosting, premiseloses the ability to work from their existing
based PBX, SIP trunking, business continuity
location due to disasters or unforeseen
& disaster recovery, to carrier services, and
events. “As a result of our wide breadth
their T38 HIPAA & PCI Compliant P360
of offerings, we were recently awarded
Faxing - Pulsar360, Inc.’s offerings are tailored
a contract for the state of Connecticut,”
to integrate with any existing telephone
says Harrison.
system. With Robert Harrison, Jr., Chief
The veterans at Pulsar360,
Channel Officer, at the helm of their Channel,
Inc. believe that integration and
Pulsar360, Inc. is exploring new frontiers by
implementation are the cornerstones to
taking their strategic channel program to great
Robert Harrison, Jr.
their success. Our authorized & certified
success in the unified communications landscape.
Partners visit the customer site to validate the
quality of internet connection, site topography and ensure
a router with QoS and or firewall resides on the network.
Harrison explains, “These elements that we call as the ‘three
legs of the stool’ have to be addressed so that the solution
works seamlessly in the client network.” Besides, the firm
extends its flawless service to more than 150 innovative
partners giving them full accesses to the back of the PBX and
empowering them to provide the necessary support services to
the end customers,” explains Harrison.
Pulsar360, Inc.’s holistic UC solutions play a stellar role
in empowering businesses to stay connected and remain
competitive. In a particular instance, a nationally recognized
The firm’s range of on-premise and hybrid PBXs,
auto parts franchise group that owned 17 stores scattered
for instance, combines the advantages of traditional
around California needed to unify their communication
telecommunications with the convergence of IP technology,
system. The firm had a traditional Toshiba phone system that
offering feature-rich functionalities and flexibility to
was still under lease. Because of Pulsar360, Inc.’s hybrid nature,
handle all business communication needs. “We have a full
they were able to use their Toshiba phone system, and add
circle of hybrid UC solutions to address today’s customer
in their SIP trunks that connect to the Pulsar360, Inc. cloud
requirements,” says Harrison. Pulsar360, Inc. offers carriersystem. This flawlessly allowed adding cloud-connected PBX
grade services with dedicated high-capacity data, converged
to each of the stores providing scalability and great savings.
voice and data, and the Internet. The firm’s on-premise PBX
Taking its feature rich product suite to new heights,
coupled with hosted PBX takes client communications to the
Pulsar360, Inc. has recently unveiled Zulu UC, which delivers
next level by connecting the client’s existing infrastructure to
the internet. Through the hosted PBX solution, Pulsar360, Inc. Outlook and browser integration for Pulsar360, Inc. with
cost-effectively addresses the massive bandwidth requirements built-in mobility, screen sharing, and the impending advanced
CRM integration capability. Buoyant about the impact of its
of institutions such as municipalities and school districts. “We
solutions in today’s communication-driven world, Harrison
can localize the intercom and paging traffic on-premise to
says, “We have already identified four states that we are laserbring forth cost-effectiveness while leveraging hosted cloud to
focused on to offer our comprehensive products and services
get to the PSTN,” says Harrison. “Our offerings also include a
in the coming days.”
T38 based HIPAA and PCI compliant faxing platform.”
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ith the increasing interest that enterprises
show toward remote workforces, unified
communications solutions has become the
unanimous choice for efficient collaboration on
a global level. Right from integrating instant messages, emails,
audio and video conferencing, to bringing enterprise teams spread
across different departments, facilities, or even different continents
together in real-time, UC solutions have endless potential to
perfect the collaboration requirements of the increasingly mobile
and distributed workforce.
While the business value derived out of a UC system
can help organizations save millions of dollars spent on
telecommunications, evaluating and implementing an appropriate
UC integration strategy can be a daunting task for enterprises
in terms of complexity and cost. This has prompted many
organizations to provide cloud- and SaaS-based platforms, which
are growing in popularity among the SMBs that require ease of
customization, and significant ROI.
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In addition to the continued growth of cloud for UC over the
years, today is the age of artificial intelligence (AI) and automation
that can help organizations tackle digital transformation initiatives
and choose the customer’s desired communication channel, while
improving employee and customer workflows, and scenario
planning. Today, organizations are also leveraging AI capabilities
coupled with analytics to help them make informed decisions and
prepare for future situations with relevant, timely information.
In an effort to help enterprises choose their right UC strategy
and solution, we have come up with a list of UC solution providers
who have made successful enterprise communication and
collaboration a reality. A distinguished panel comprising of CEOs,
CIOs, analysts and the editorial board of Enterprise Networking
has evaluated and shortlisted the UC solution providers that lead
the industry in making enterprise communication seamless and
secure.
We present to you Enterprise Networking’s “Top 10 Unified
Communications Solution Providers 2017.”
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We have a full
circle of hybrid UC
solutions to address
today’s customer
requirements

Provider of customized, turn-key, end-toend unified communications solutions
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